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1. Introduction 
Let I? z = Z(T), 0 < 7 < 2a, be a rectifiable Jordan curve enclosing the origin and with 
capacity different from 1. It is well known that the conformal mapping f of the region enclosed 
by r onto the unit disk E with f(0) = 0, f’(0) > 0 can be extended continuously to r and is 
completely determined [32, p. 431 by any boundary correspondence function O(T), the latter 
being a function which associates to each value of the parameter 7 a continuous argument of the 
image point f [z( T)] on the unit circle [16]: 
f [ z( 7)] = eiO(‘). 
In this w&k, we will call such a Jordan curve r permissible if it is piecewise both regular (i.e. 
z’( 7) # 0) and twice continuously differentiable (C’), if it has no cusps, and if its parameter 
representation can be brought into the arc length representation by a piecewise permissible 
parameter transformation of the class 2, as defined in [23, p. 341. For such a curve, 0 is absolutely 
continuous [25, pp. 187 and 1491 and the 2n-periodic function 0’ belongs to L, = L,(9), where 3 
denotes the interval [0, 2n] of the parameter [29, p. 52; 33, pp. 208-2091. Gaier [lo] showed 
further that Y = 8’ is the only solution in L, of Symm’s integral equation [31] 
1 
2no / 2?rLog1z(7)-z(o) Iv(a)da= Loglz(T) 1 t14 
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and that the Hilbert-Schmidt operator A on the left-hand side of this equation is an injective 
operator from L,(Y) onto itself [lo, p. 1261. With x := 9’ and y := Log 1 Z(T) 1, (1.1) can be 
written in L, 
Ax =y. (1-U 
Equation (1.1) can be solved by least squares, Galerkin, and/or collocation methods (see 
[27,19,2,18] and the literature mentioned there), which converge with an optimal rate, but need 
0( N3) operations, if N is the number of discretisation points. In order to solve (1.1) by means of 
fast Fourier methods, Henrici [17, p. 4931 proposed that one eliminate the logarithmic singularity 
by splitting the operator A into two parts, 
-1 277  2n Log]e”- ei” 1 O’( o)da & /02VLog I+) -44 I = - 
0 ]eiT _ eio I 
S’( a)da + Log 144 I) 
(1.2) 
and he gave a representation in I, of the operator on the left-hand side of (1.2) which allowed 
him to solve the equation by iteration. In [4], we proposed a fast implementation of the method 
which avoids two-dimensional arrays in the core memory and the two-dimensional Fourier 
transform. Reichel [26] brought the discretised equation (1.2) into a form where it can be solved 
efficiently using an iterative scheme proposed by Delves [8]. Both these methods need 
0( N2 log N) operations to yield the solution. Unfortunately, however, proving the asymptotic 
convergence of the solution of the discretised equation to 8’ seems to be rather difficult. 
After introducing the conjugation operator in Section 2, we propose in Section 3 a transforma- 
tion of (1.2) into a Fredholm equation of the second kind. In Section 4 we describe a connection 
of this new integral equation with the classical equation of Warschawski and propose a 
regularisation procedure for certain singular integral equations of the first kind. Finally, in 
Section 5 and 6 we prove the asymptotic convergence of the Fourier method applied to our 
equation and discuss some examples. 
The whole argument is based on the fundamental isometric isomorphism between the Hilbert 
spaces L, and I,, and avoids introducing Sobolev spaces explicitly. 
2. The conjugation operator in A$( 9) 
It is well known that for each f E L2(9), the principal value integral 
[(+=&PVl,ij(u) cot?& (2.1) 
exists for almost every 7, and that the function so defined belongs to L,(9) [34, p. 1311. f is 
called the conjugate function of f, and the linear operator K, which associates to a function f its 
conjugate Kf = K[ f ] =f, is called the conjugation operator; K is a bounded, i.e. continuous 
operator of L, into itself [34, p. 2531 and [9, p. 631 
-1, if n < 0, 
K[ein+] = -i sign(n) ein* with sign(n) := 0, if n =0, 
1, if n>O. 
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Hence, the Fourier series of the conjugate of f = ,Q,, einr is given by K[f] = X,,d,, einr with 
d, = -i sign(n)c,. (2.2) 
Therefore. Kf belongs to L!(9), the subspace of L, functions whose zeroth Fourier coefficient 
vanishes. Moreover, for f~ Li and g := Kf Hilbert’s reciprocity formulas hold: 
f= -Kg; 
thus, -K is the inverse of K in Ly. Equation (2.2) and Parseval’s equality yield ]l K ]] = 1 and 
II Kf II = Ilfll for I-E JG. 
We define further the conjugate Kf of f( r, a) E Lz(Y2), 9’ :=9x 9, with respect to the first 
variable by 
Kf(7, +=&PV/ 02j(p, u) cotydp; 
Kf belongs to L2(4*) and, again, ]I K II = 1. 
Let .G%’ be the class of all absolutely continuous 2T-periodic functions f with Df := f’ E L,(9) 
[9, p. 681 (9 is in fact the same set as the Sobolev space W’*‘(Y)), and let X be the class of 
those k E L2(Y2) which are 2a-periodic in both variables and for which Dk := (tlk/tJT)( 7, a) 
exists a.e. and belongs to L2(Y2). We denote by D both the differentiation operator in 5% and 
the operator of differentiation with respect to the first variable in Y. (By Fubini’s theorem, 
k(., a) E %? for a.e. a; the set of all such u will be denoted by A(k)). Moreover, let us use the 
notation of Halmos [15] for the integral operator (Int k) associated with a kernel k: 
(Int k): xEL,*(Int k)x:=&/2Tk(T, a)x(u)da; 
0 
if k E L,(S*), (Int k) is called a Hilbert-Schmidt operator (H-S operator). 
The following lemmas hold (proofs are given in [5]): 
Lemma 2.1 [28, p. 2231. If f E.%?, then Kf E.99 and KDf= DKfin L,(9). 
Lemma 2.2. For any Hilbert-Schmidt kernel h, K(Int h) = (Int Kh). 
Lemma 2.3. If h EY, then (Int h)f E.9’ for a/If E L, and 
(Int Dh)f= D(Int h)f. 
Lemma 2.4. If h EY has the Fourier series h = En,,,a,,,,, einreimo, then the Fourier series of Kh is 
given by Kh = - iC,., sign( n)a,, e’“‘e’““. 
For further properties of the conjugate function, see [14] and the literature mentioned there. 
3. A Fredholm integral equation of the second kind 
Let F: z = z( +T), 0 < 7 < 27, be a permissible Jordan curve. As a generalisation of Henrici’s 
approach [17], we write the kernel of A in (1.1) 
Log]z(T) -z(u) I =s(~, u) +r(T, u) (3.1) 
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with 
s:=s(r, a):= Log p]eiT-eiO] 
and 
p E lR+\{ 1) being fixed. This splits A up into two operators: 
A=S+R 
with S := (Int s) and R := (Int r). 
The operator S 
The kernel s belongs to L,(X*); therefore, S is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and accordingly 
compact. Hemici [17, p. 493, 161 has given the Fourier series of s: 
1 




The image of u = C,b,, einr E L, under S is consequently 
Su = Log( p)b,, - c l_b, e’“‘. 
n+O 2lnl 
(3.2) 
The image of L, under S is known to be the class .?J? (cf. [lo, p. 1171 and the literature mentioned 
there). For p # 1, S is obviously injective; however, as an operator of L, into itself, it is not 
surjective (its range .5? is not closed because of the compactness of S [12, p. 1181). 
Lemma 3.1. The operator S: L, --) 5%’ possesses an (unbounded) left inverse [20, p. 1391 S;‘: 
.%‘+ L, given by 
2 DKv (3.3) 
where ( v)~ denotes the zeroth Fourier coefficient of v E 9. 
Proof. Indeed, one sees immediately from (3.2) that there exists an operator S;‘: .G@+ L, with 
S; ‘S = I (where I d enotes the identity operator in L,): if u = C,,c, einr = Su for some u E L,, 
s;‘v = &- C 2lnlc,e’“‘. 
n#O 
(3.4) 
Because of the compactness of S, S;’ is unbounded. Equation (3.4) can be written as 
S;‘o= co - + 2 C i sign( n)inc, einz. 
Log P n+O 
Since u is absolutely continuous, X3, ,inc, einr is the Fourier series of Do [34, p. 401, and 
because u E 9, Du E L,. Hence -C,,+,,i sign(n)inc, einr is the Fourier series of KDo, and (3.3) 
is a consequence of Lemma 2.1. 0 
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The operator R 
Let d be the set of the ordered values T,, i = 1,. . . , p - 1, of the parameter T which correspond 
to the comers z( 7;) of r. For all 7 CC &‘(r) and u # 7 
Dr(7, o)=&Re Log Z(7) -Z(u) = Re z’(7) 
i ei7 
p(eiT _ eio) Z(T)-Z(U) -eir-eiu 
(3.5) 
Lemma 3.2. Let r be a permissible Jordan curve with corners z( T;), rj E 8(r), and let To := 0, 
7 := 2a. 
!‘hen in every rectangle 9; := [ rj_ , , 7;]X[O, 2711, i= l,...,p, the limit lim0_7Dr(7, a) existsfor 
every 7 E [T,-*, T;], uniformly in r, and it is equal to 
Dr( 7, T) := $Re { z”( ~)/z’( T)}. (3.6) 
With (3.6), the function Dr is uniformly continuous in both variables on every rectangle 9;. 
The proof is almost identical to the one of a similar lemma for the Neumann kernel [16]. 
For u GE g(r), r 7, a) is absolutely continuous as an integral of a piecewise continuous ( 
function, and hence Lemma 2.3 yields 
Corollary 3.3. For a permissible Jordan curve r, r belongs to Y with A(r) 3 q&(r); the H-S 
operator R maps L, into a subset of B?. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, A = S + R is an injective H-S operator of L, into 9. On 
the other hand, Log 1 Z(T) 1 is continuously differentiable between two consecutive values 7, of 
b(r), so that y E 9 in (1.1). Since both Ax and y belong to the range of S, we can multiply 
both sides of (1.1) by S;’ to get 
(I+&-‘R)x=S;‘y (3.7) 
or 
x=S,-‘(-Rx+y). (3 4 
BY (3.3), 
-S,-‘Rx = (-Rx),/Log p + 2KDRx; (3.9) 
inserting this expression into (3.8) and taking into account the fact that the zeroth Fourier 
coefficients of both sides of (3.8) must be the same, we get 
x = (x)~ + 2KD( Rx -y). 
But by definition 
(~),=&~~~P(u)dt~=~[0(2+8(0)] =l; (3.10) 
furthermore, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.2 allow one to bring the operators K and D into the integral 
operator, yielding 
x = 1 + Z((Int KDr)x - KDy). (3.11) 
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Since r EA? by Corollary 3.3, KDr E Lz(Y2); (Int KDr) is thus a H-S operator, hence 
compact. The operator x +, (Rx),/Log p is also compact, as a composition of the compact 
operator R with the bounded operator x e (x),/Log p; so S,-‘R in (3.9) is also compact. 
Moreover, 
I+.S,-‘R=S,-‘(S+R)=S,-‘A 
must be injective, as a composition of two injective operators. The Fredholm alternative [24, p. 
452) guarantees therefore that it is bijective and admits a bounded inverse. Therefore, the 
equation (3.7), and consequently (3.11), have the unique solution x = 9’ in L,, and we get finally 
Theorem 3.4. Let r be a permissible Jordan curve. Then 8’ is the on,,, solution in L,(I) of the 
Fredholm integral equation of the second kind 
(3.11) 
The same method can be applied to the two other classical conformal mapping 
problems-mapping the exterior of F onto the exterior of the unit circle and mapping the doubly 
connected domain bounded by two Jordan curves onto an annulus-and it yields similar integral 
equations (see [5]). 
Remark. The parameter p introduced in (3.1) in order to make the operator S one-to-one does 
not appear in (3.11): the differentiation has eliminated it. But the injectivity of S seems 
nevertheless necessary, on one hand to insure that (3.11) has only 8’ as a solution, and on the 
other hand to prove the convergence of the Fourier method applied to the equation (3.11) (see 
Theorem 5.1). 
4. A regularisation procedure for some singular integral equations of the first kind 
The fraction z’( T)/( z( T) - z(a)) (see (3.5)) in the kernel of our integral equation (3.11) is 
reminiscent of other integral equations, namely those with Neumann kernel. Using the theory of 
Cauchy integrals one derives for a permissible Jordan curve [16, ch. 161 
B’(o)dc=$+ (4.1) 
Taking imaginary parts on both sides of (4.1) yields the Fredholm integral equation of the second 
kind 
B’(T) = 2 - &PV 
[ J 





Equation (4.2) is called Warschawski’s integral equation, and the kernel of the integral operator is 
called Neumann’s kernel. For a permissible curve, Neumann’s kernel, as the kernel of our 
operator, is piecewise uniformly continuous, and its value for u ---, r is equal to Im { z”( r)/z’( r)} 
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[9,16]. There is a remarkable formal similarity between Warschawski’s equation, our equation 
(3.11) and another new integral equation presented by Kerzman, Stein and Trummer [22]. 
Taking the real part of (4.1) instead of the imaginary part yields a singular integral equation of 
the first kind for B’, namely (see also [21, p. 601) 
&PV/29m(r, o)e’(a)da=Re {z’(T)/z(T)} (4.3) 
0 
where m( 7, a) := Re (z’( r)/( z( T) -z(u))> is the first half of our kernel (3.5). But because of 
1 
= - Tcoty 
and the definition of K, the effect of the second part of the kernel 
$12nRe( eiyeiO) B’(u)du= -+K[S’] = -fK[8’- 
for the conjugate of any constant function is the zero function. The derivation of (3.11) from (4.3) 
is now evident: Hilbert’s reciprocity formulas and (3.10) give 
e’-i= -zc2[e’-i]; 
therefore, application of the operator 2K and addition of 6’ - 1 on both sides of (4.3) yield 
2n~(r, u)O’(u)du-fK[B’-11 -Re; -‘(r) 
=(r) 
= 9’ - 1, 
which by (4.4) is equivalent to (3.11). 
Remark. The above regularisation procedure seems to be applicable to all singular integral 
equations of the first kind 
&PV/*=h( 7, u)x( u)du =f( 7) 
0 
with the following features: 
(1) the kernel h( 7, a) behaves asymptotically for u -+ T like the function LX/( T - a), cr E IL!, in 
the sense that h( 7, a) - a/(~ - a) belongs to L,(Y2); 
(2) fE M92); 
(3) the integral equation has exactly one solution x*, whose mean value (x*)~ is known. 
5. Solution of the integral equation 
The presence of the conjugation operator in (3.11) makes it in practice necessary to use Fourier 
methods; nevertheless, this is not a handicap, since these methods are fast (FFT) and not limited 
to the classical trigonometric interpolation [11,13], and are very stable as the number of 
discretisation points grows; moreover, the aliasing formula provides an estimate for the accuracy 
]51- 
The most obvious method is to replace the kernel (3.5) and the inhomogeneous part Dy of 
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(3.11) by Fourier series (or, in practice, by trigonometric polynomials of a certain degree 
M = +N), to write 19’ as an unknown such series 8 := C_‘“_ &,, einr, to insert all these series in 
(3.11), and to use the orthogonality relations to get a linear system of equations for the b,,. This 
system can then be solved in O(N*) operations by iteration (directly, or by the more sophisti- 
cated method outlined by Delves [8], if possible). As long as one works with ‘Fourier series, this 
(infinite) linear system is equivalent to the one resulting from the method of Henrici [17]; but as 
soon as one deals with finite polynomials, there is an essential difference: in the methods derived 
from that of Henrici [4,26] one approximates y and r by a one-dimensional and a two-dimen- 
sional trigonometric polynomial y, and r, respectively, and then applies S,-‘, hence performs a 
differentiation (and a harmless conjugation) on both sides of the equation. But, at least if r is 
not smooth and r is not continuous, one cannot expect Dr, + Dr [7]. Thus the convergence to 
0’ of the solution 0; of the system seems to be difficult to prove. When applying the Fourier 
method to our equation, however, we approximate Dr and Oy directly by trigonometric 
polynomials ( Dr ) M and ( Oy ) ,,,,. The convergence for each permissible Jordan curve follows then 
by a simple result on approximation methods: for such a r, Dy=dLog]z(r)]/dr= 
Re { z’( r)/z( r)} is Ri emann integrable, and so is Dr by Lemma 3.2. Hence, ]I( Dy),,,, - Qy ]I + 0 
and II(M,, - WI -+ 0 (see [30, p. 4811 for the one-dimensional case; the extension to a 
two-dimensional function brings no difficulty). Because $+ .I$-‘R has a bounded inverse and 
I] K I] = 1, all hypotheses of the following theorem of Schleiff [30, p. 4801 are fulfilled: 
Theorem 5.1. Let the functional equation 
(I- T)x=y 
be uniquely solvable for every y E I,, and let it be approximated by the (infinite) system of equations 
XM - T&M =YM, (5.1) 
where the components ( x,)~ and ( TM)jk vanish for 1 j I > M and/or I k I > M and where 
IIT- TMi -joy IIY-YMII + 0. Then for M sufficiently large (5.1) is also uniquely solvable and its 
solution x M converges in I, to the exact solution x; the estimate 
llx-XrulI G ll(I-- T)-‘ll[W- T,ll*ll(I- T)-‘II Ilvll +ll y-yMll] 
holds. 
For an analytic boundary curve r, Oy and Dr are also analytic, and the convergence of x,,,, to 
x is exponential as a consequence of a lemma by Henrici [17, p. 4901 (see also [l]). In [5] and 
below in Example 3, we have solved the equations with the method of [4], avoiding both the 
two-dimensional FFT and any two-dimensional arrays in the core memory. Instead of interpolat- 
ing the kernel k( T, a) by a two-dimensional trigonometric polynomial, this procedure inter- 
polates k( 5, a) by a trigonometric polynomial in u for each of the equidistant discretisation 
points 5 := j2n/N, j = 0,. . . , N - 1, 
k(T, u)=k,(?, a):= , 
n 
~M4j) eina; 
then, if we let TM := (Int kM)), xg):= C,,, G Mb,? einr, at iteration step j the value of the product 
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T,xld’ at the T, is calculated according to 
(TM&( 7,) = c c,( ~,)b’$ 
and a supplementary FFT of the values (T,xg’)( 7) yields the trigonometric polynomial 
interpolating these values. This method is exactly equivalent to the Fourier method, but needs 
less computing time if the system can be solved iteratively within less than +AJ steps, which is 
almost always the case. The Fourier method applied to a Fredholm integral equation of the 
second kind is equivalent to Nystrom’s method with the trapezoidal rule as integration formula 
[6]; Theorem 5.1 guarantees thus also exponential convergence of this method for integral 
equations with analytic kernel and inhomogeneity. Moreover, the Fourier method can be 
considered as a Galerkin procedure, to which classical convergence results apply also [3, p. 62 ff]. 
6. Examples 
6.1. The eccentric circle 
For the parametric representation z( 7) = a + e”, 1 a 1 c 1, r is identically 0, and our equation 
(3.11) reduces to 
0’=1-2K Re {z’(r)/z(r)}. (6.1) 
The right-hand side can be expanded in a Fourier series 
- = -1m 1 = xh, einr 
l+ae-” n 
with h, :y (1/2i)( -1)” sign( InI. Comparison of the coefficients in (6.1) yields 
b,=2i sign(n)h,,= (-1)“~“‘~. 
The Fourier series of 8 is thus seen to be 
8’=1+2f (-u)“cosWr= l+u~-;~cosi. 
n=l 
which is indeed the derivative of the boundary correspondence function of the Mobius transfor- 
mation 
W = z/( uz + 1 - u’). 
6.2. The ellipse 
For the parametrisation z( 7) = eiT + E e-” of the ellipse with semi-axes 1 + e and 1 - E, 
0 c E < 1, we have 
Dr= 44 - 44 
e ir - eia 
= E Re Log( 1 - E e-i(r+a)) 
. -i(r+o) 
=Re ‘le 
1 _ c e-i(r+o) 
= $ C sign(n)rl”l einCr+g), 
nzo 
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and by Lemma 2.4 the kernel of our equation becomes 
2K&= - c <I”1 e’n(r+o)* 
n#O 
In a similar manner, one obtains for the inhomogeneous part 
-2KDy = 2 C (-e)‘“’ ezinr_ 
nzo 
Since b,, = b_, (because of the symmetry of the ellipse about the real axis), the system of 
equations is 
b + <“‘lb 
0, n odd, 
= n n 2( -E)‘~‘~‘, n even, 
and can be solved explicitly (i.e. without the iteration in Henrici’s method): 
b,, = 2( -r)‘/(l + c”), 1 E IV; 
these are in fact the coefficients of the derivative of the boundary correspondence function, see 
Henrici [17, p. 4941. 
6.3. The square 
For the square with side length $IT and centre 0 we choose the arc length parametrisation 
for which the exact boundary correspondence is known [9, p. 581. The following table shows a 
comparison of the computations with three methods: (1) Henrici’s method with our implementa- 
tion in [4] (HB); (2) our equation (3.11) (OE); (3) our implementation of Warschawski’s integral 
equation (4.2) (WA). 
Since the boundary curve is 4-fold rotationally symmetric, we have considered N equally 
distributed points on [0, $rr] for the discrete Fourier transforms. Table 1 lists the error at 
z($$r) = $TI + $a~i, the point of maximum error if N = 32. 
Table 1 
N HB OE WA’ WAb 
32 2.0.10-4 1.5.10-4 8.3.10-4 1.7*10-4 
64 2.8.10-’ 1.6.10-’ 7.3.10-4 2.2.10-S 
128 3.8~10-~ 2.7.10+ 5.9*10-4 2.4.10-6 
256 4.8.10-’ 4.4.10-7 4.3. 1o-4 3.9.10-6 
512 5.8.10-* 7.0.10-* 3.0*10-4 
1024 6.9.10-9 1.1 .1o-8 2.0.10-4 
a After 30 iterations. 
b After 700 iterations. 
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At the points nearest to the corners. the OE method is for all N more accurate than the HB 
method. In this example, the iteration for the solution of the system of equations converges only 
very slowly in the WA method; we needed about 700 (!) iterations to get 7-digit convergence, 
while the HB method converges within 16 and our equation even within 14 iterations to 14 digits. 
For this reason, we have listed the error of the WA method after 30 iterations, where the method 
can still be considered ‘fast’. 
The results are quite typical for the examples we have computed: at least for not too great N, 
our equation is better than the HB method, which is itself better than the WA method. For all 
classical analytical test curves with known boundary corrrespondence (reflected ellipse, hypo- 
trochoid, oval of Cassini, etc.) our equation yields 19 with machine precision if the parameters are 
not chosen too extreme (see [5] for further details). 
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